403(b) Retirement Plan New Investment Lineup

TARGET DATE SERIES

Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2015 Fund Institutional, VITVX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2020 Fund Institutional, VITWX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2025 Fund Institutional, VRIVX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2030 Fund Institutional, VTTWX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2035 Fund Institutional, VITFX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2040 Fund Institutional, VIRSX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2045 Fund Institutional, VITLX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2050 Fund Institutional, VTRLX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2055 Fund Institutional, VIVLX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2060 Fund Institutional, VILVX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement 2065 Fund Institutional, VITLX, Passive (index funds)
Vanguard, Vanguard Target Retirement Income Fund Institutional, VITRX, Passive (index funds)

FIXED INCOME

Vanguard, Treasury Money Market Fund, VUSXX*, Active
Vanguard Short Term Inflation Protected Securities Index Fund, Admiral (VTAPX), Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Inflation-Protected Securities Fund, VIPIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Short-Term Bond Index Fund, VBITX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Total Bond Market Index Fund, VBMPX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Vanguard Long-Term Bond Index Fund, VBLLX, Passive (index fund)
PGIM, Total Return Bond Fund, PTRQX, Active
Vanguard Total International Bond Index Fund, Admiral (VTABX), Passive (index fund)

EQUITY

Vanguard, Value Index Fund, VIVIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Equity Income Fund, VEIRX, Active
Vanguard, Institutional Index Fund, VIIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, FTSE Social Index Fund, VFTNX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, PRIMECap Fund, VPMAX, Active
Vanguard, Total Stock Market Index Fund, VSPMIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Growth Index Fund, VIGIX, Passive (index fund)
JPMorgan, Large Cap Growth Fund, JLGMX, Active
Vanguard, Mid-Cap Value Index Fund, VMVAX, Passive (index fund)
MFS, Mid Cap Value Fund, MVCKX, Active
Vanguard, Mid Cap Index Fund, VMCIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Mid-Cap Growth Index Fund, VMGMX, Passive (index fund)
BlackRock, Mid Cap Growth Fund, BMGKX, Active
Vanguard, Small Cap Value Index Fund, VSIIX, Passive (index fund)
Allspring, Special Small Cap Value Fund, ESPRX, Active
Vanguard, Small Cap Index Fund, VSCIX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Small Cap Growth Index Fund, VSGIX, Passive (index fund)
Loomis Sayles, Small Cap Growth Fund, LSSNX, Active
MFS, International Diversification Fund, MDIZX, Active
Vanguard, Total International Stock Market Index Fund, VTSNX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Developed Market Index Fund, VTMNX, Passive (index fund)
Vanguard, Emerging Markets Stock Index Fund, VEMIX, Passive (index fund)
American Century, Emerging Markets Fund, AEDMX, Active

**FIXED ANNUITY**

TIAA, TIAA Traditional Annuity (Retirement Choice/Retirement Choice Plus contracts), **

* Details about the returns for the Vanguard Treasury Money Market Fund are available through the annual fee disclosures provided below.

** Details about the returns for the TIAA Traditional Annuity (Retirement Choice/Retirement Choice Plus contracts) are available through the TIAA website.